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The Vanceva® World  
of Color Awards™

The 2020 Vanceva® World of Color Awards™ is an 
international competition that recognizes truly innovative 
use of color in built environments and is open to architects, 
interior designers, glass fabricators, glazing engineers, and 
other industry professionals. 

We received entries from every corner of the globe— 
an impressive display of how Vanceva® Colors help make 
landmark buildings stand out and inspire, interior spaces 
more serene or productive, and functional structures  
more compelling. 

Congratulations to all who participated. The chosen winners 
and nominees are celebrated in the following pages for 
their superior aesthetics and creative use of laminated glass 
made with the Vanceva color interlayer system. Among this 
year’s selection of impressive entries, our judges selected 
two winners—one for exteriors and one for interior design—
and four honorable mentions.  

We hope you find inspiration in all the entries. You can also 
see more, including past winners, at vanceva.com/woca.
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Jurors
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Ammar Al Assam is chief executive officer at Dewan 

Architects + Engineers (www.dewan-architects.com). Under his 

leadership, Dewan has grown into a leading regional multidisciplinary and 

multimarket A&E firm with offices in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), 

Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Philippines, Spain, and the Republic of the Congo. With 

an emphasis on the growing importance of environmental consciousness, 

Al Assam has helped steer Dewan to the forefront of designing high-

performance, sustainable, and environmentally friendly buildings that 

receive LEED and Estidama certification without compromising on 

functionality or aesthetics. Al Assam received his master of business 

administration degree and his bachelor’s degree in civil engineering  

from McGill University in Montreal, Canada.

Kateri Knapp is a senior façade consultant at Arup  

(www.arup.com), working with the Façade Engineering and Building 

Physics team in New York City. She is experienced in the design and 

engineering of building envelope systems with a focus on projects that 

require multidisciplinary integration, particularly those that require 

calibrated daylighting coordination and tight thermal performance 

specifications. Her experience includes both domestic and international 

projects in the arts and culture, governmental, and aviation sectors. 

Knapp recently served as visiting assistant professor at Pratt Institute 

in Brooklyn, New York. She has also served as a guest design critic at 

Pratt Institute, Thomas Jefferson University, and Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute (RPI). Knapp received both her bachelor of architecture and 

master of science from RPI.

We are proud to have a distinguished panel, an international 

jury of five celebrated industry professionals, review the 2020 

Vanceva® World of Color Awards™. As with past years’ awards, 

each entry was reviewed by an international panel of architects 

and designers and evaluated on the following criteria: 

• Creative use of laminated color glass 

• Relation to new and developing applications of  

laminated glass 

• Overall aesthetics 

• Degree of attention paid to the benefits of  

laminated glass
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Paul Eis is an architectural photographer at paul-eis.com. An 

aspiring architect and world-renowned architectural photographer, 

Eis shoots buildings all over the world then digitally colorizes their 

façades. His artistic intent to demonstrate colorful effects on primarily 

grey modern buildings can elicit inspiration and appreciation for joyful 

architecture. His last project was well received by the media and has been 

featured online worldwide on Dezeen, Archinect, ArchDaily, Business 

Insider, and more. Currently, Eis is living in Linz, Austria, and studying 

architecture at the University of Art and Industrial Design.

Ben Wright is the artistic director of Pilchuck Glass School 

(www.pilchuck.org), an international center for glass art education in 

Stanwood, Washington, U.S.A. While director of education at Urban 

Glass in Brooklyn, New York, Wright expanded the team and program 

to produce more than 300 events and workshops annually. He has 

taught and exhibited his unique approach to art making at numerous 

schools in the U.S., Germany, Turkey, Denmark, Japan, Belgium, Poland, 

and Australia. Additionally, he has produced exhibitions at the Museum 

of American Glass, Islip Art Museum, and Urban Glass. Wright has a 

bachelor of science in evolutionary biology from Dartmouth College, a 

bachelor of fine arts in glass from the Appalachian Center for Craft, and a 

master of fine arts from Rhode Island School of Design.

Thomas Bögl is an architect and partner with LIAG Architects 

+ Engineers (www.liag.nl), where his focus has been on integration of 

sustainability into all aspects of a project, creating both user-friendly 

design and healthy environments. A prime example of this harmonious 

design concept is the elevated rainbow glass bridge connecting Princess 

Máxima Center for Pediatric Oncology at the Wilhelmina Children’s 

Hospital. This project, under Bögl’s direction, was the exterior winner of 

the 2018 Vanceva® World of Color Awards™. Along with training to be an 

architect, Bögl has a master’s education in advanced and environmental 

studies from the University of East London and has also completed 

studies in building biology and cradle-to-cradle design in Germany.
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Winners
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Museum of Fine Arts, Houston 
Nancy and Rich Kinder Building 
Architects: Steven Holl Architects (www.stevenholl.com)

Location: Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Glass laminator: ShenZhen ShenNanYi Glass Product Co., Ltd

Date completed: 2020

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers    0009     

Photography: ©Olaf Schmidt

Steven Holl Architects designed a showpiece for the 
expansion of the Museum of Fine Arts Houston—Kinder 
Building in Houston, Texas, U.S.A. The entire structure 
is encased in white glass, from a canopied entrance to 
clerestory windows to a double-layered façade of laminated 
glass tubes over an opaque weather wall. Translucent 
interlayers fine-tune the desired light transmission so that 
the museum’s art is enjoyed in natural sunlight yet remains 
protected from damaging UV rays. 

ShenNanYi fabricated the ventilated façade of 
approximately 1,150 translucent glass tubes in front of 
opaque walls and large punched windows with a steel 
substructure featuring an invisible structural glazing 
for support. The glass tubes are acid etched with four 

2020 World of Color Awards™ Winner  
Exterior

translucent Vanceva Arctic Snow PVB interlayers that 
precisely control the amount of daylight passing through 
them while providing a high degree of safety. 

The design’s absence of color is not lost on WOCA juror 
Benjamin Wright, who said this about the museum,  “As 
an aesthetic maximalist it seems somewhat contrary to 
award a color award to a monochromatic white building. 
But in this case, the architects and fabricators have used 
the shape and nature of the glass to optimal effect. The 
challenge of lighting a museum with natural light cannot 
be understated, and I look forward to visiting this work in 
person and exploring the building and collections.”
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2020 World of Color Awards™ Winner  
Interior

Kaleidoscope in Tianshui  

Architects: Architects (www.sako.co.jp)

Location: Tianshui, China

Glass laminator: Shanxi Jingfeng Glass Co., Ltd 

Date completed: 2020

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers    0015       0244    

   0268       0125       1558        0448       0126       2224   

Photography: ©CreatAR Images

SAKO Architects recreated a magical child’s toy when they 

designed Kaleidoscope, a newly built kindergarten in Tianshui, 

Gansu Province, China. Its squat shape and all white exterior 

create the perfect backdrop for rows of colorful glass. 

Ten vibrant Vanceva PVB interlayers were fabricated into 

laminated glass by Shanxi Jingfeng Glass Co., Ltd for repetitive 

use in arches above doors and windows as well as inside on the 

handrails of corridors and stairs. 

Recognizing the architects’ intent to create a joyful learning 

environment, WOCA juror Ammar Al Assam says of 

Kaleidoscope’s design, “Beautiful and playful application of 

colored glass makes the kindergarten look inviting, cheerful,  

and inspiring to the children. The proportions of the color splashes 

against the white envelope feel just right—and the choice of soft 

gradient colors too.”

When sunlight shines into the school’s atrium onto the central 

stairway, it forms colorful shadows of varying shapes. These 

free-flowing rainbows overlap to create a beautiful kaleidoscope 

effect that rotates with the sun’s movement throughout the day. 

At night, interior lighting turns the building into a breathtaking 

piece of art.
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Honorable Mention
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2020 World of Color Awards™  
Honorable Mention

EADA Business School

Architects: CDB Arquitectura (www.cdbarquitectura.com)

Location: Barcelona, Spain 

Glass laminator: Vidresif (www.vidresif.com) 

Date completed: 2019

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers  

    0183       1387       08EH       0018    

Photography: ©Jose Masterton 

CDB Arquitectura’s renovation for the EDEA Business School in 

Barcelona, Spain, adds color and dimension to the original flat, grey 

exterior with a façade of vertical laminated glass panels of Vanceva 

Sahara Sun and Sapphire Blue fabricated by Vidresif. 

WOCA juror Benjamin Wright fittingly described the façade’s new 

design by stating, “The tastefully reserved yet brilliantly colored 

undulating pattern of the vertical louvers transforms an utterly 

nondescript façade into an architectural eye-catcher.” 

Classrooms and study rooms have access to the new façade, creating 

a warm and inviting learning environment. The school’s ecological 

and technological offices feature wood-colored workstations with 

vertical gardens, transitional carpeting to designate areas, and interior 

partitions of laminated, tempered-laminated, and curved-laminated 

glass in shades of green. For areas requiring more privacy, a third 

Vanceva film, Artic Snow, has been added in the laminate. 

The school’s renovation showcases the beauty of colored glass and 

highlights its versatility when combined with other processes such 

as tempering, screen printing, anti-burglar, insulating glass units, and 

curved glass.
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2020 World of Color Awards™  
Honorable Mention

Galerie Artem

Architects: Nicolas Michelin & Associates (ANMA) (www.anma.fr) 

Location: Nancy, France 

Glass laminator: Ariño Duglass (www.duglass.com)

Date completed: 2016

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers  
   0001       0005       0002       0006       0003    
Photography: ©Guillaume Guerin 

Mountains were the inspiration for the 300-meter glass promenade 
connecting three prestigious universities representing art, 
technology, and management in Nancy, France. Agence Nicolas 
Michelin & Associates (ANMA) replicated the sawtooth profile of 
the surrounding terrain in an overhead glazing fabricated by Ariño 
Duglass made up of laminated glass with Vanceva PVB interlayers in 
Coral Rose, Sapphire Blue, Aquamarine, Smoke Grey, and Ruby Red 
polygons. 

WOCA juror Paul Eis considered Galerie Artem the clear winner, 
stating, “It is the best example how colorful laminated glass can be 
beyond its status as a technical object or as decoration.”

“The hall is not just a link between all the buildings of the campus 
but also interacts with them as one ensemble,” Eis continued. “The 
interplay comes in a formal way between the cubatures but also 
with the color design. The play of light and color on the fine white 
structure, the other buildings, and the floor/street is remarkable. 
Furthermore, Galerie Artem shows a high quality in city planning 
aspects in context of the play with the small-scale historic cityscape 
in the surrounding. All in all, a striking project not just with colorful 
laminated glass but because of colorful laminated glass!”

The glass gallery is climatized for year-round enjoyment and 
plays both a structural and unifying role by connecting the École 
Nationale Supérieure d’Art de Nancy (ENSA), the École des Mines 
pour la technologie (ENSMN), the ICN Business School, and their 
shared resources.
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2020 World of Color Awards™  
Honorable Mention

OSZO 44 
The Chromatic Circle of Johannes Itten 

Architects: Ritchie Riediger (www.oszo.de)

Location: Küsnacht, Switzerland

Glass laminator: FlachGlas (flachglas.ch)

Date completed: 2019

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers     0001       0002     

   0007       0008       0004       0006       000D       000C       0028    

Photography: © Matthias Riediger

Simple yet so dynamic, the colored glass roof over the entrance at 
the power station of Terlinden, the former textile dyeing company 
in Küsnacht, Switzerland, is a moving work of art. Using concept 
colors from the Chromatic Circle of Johannes Itten, artist Ritchie 
Riediger fills the 100m2 glass roof with colored rectangular panels 
interspersed with grey panels. As daytime passes, the artful 
shadows of the glass roof move across the building’s façade, main 
entrance, and even the adjacent road to create a transient work of 
art that anyone can enjoy.

Of the design, WOCA juror Paul Eis says, “Through its simple but 
intelligent composition, it is not only a single object but interacts 
with the whole surrounding in an expressive way. The play of light, 
shadow, and color shapes the whole place new at every time. With 
this, it moves the time as a fourth dimension of architecture in the 
foreground.”

The glass canopy is a functional piece of art that was fabricated by 
FlachGlas using red, yellow, blue, orange, violet, green, and grey 
Vanceva PVB interlayers.
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2020 World of Color Awards™  
Honorable Mention

Taipei Performing Arts Center

Architects: Rem Koolhaas (www.oma.eu)

Location: Taipei, Taiwan

Glass laminator: Cricursa (www.cricursa.com) 

Date completed: 2020

Featured products: Vanceva interlayers  

    Shale (grey) from Earth Tones     

Photography: © Chris Stowers

Designed by architect Rem Koolhaas of OMA, the multi-theatre Taipei 
Performing Arts Center (TPAC) in Taiwan consists of three theatres 
attached to a central cube that consolidates the stages, backstages, and 
support spaces into a single, efficient whole. The exterior resembles a silver 
planet docking into a huge cube made of S-shaped, laminated curved glass 
in Vanceva’s grey color PVB that was fabricated by Cricursa. 

The annealed glass measures 5 m in height with a 330 mm radius and 
8x8, 10x10, and 12x12 laminated assemblies. The combination interlayer 
of clear PVB, XIR 72-47 solar control film, and Shale grey Vanceva PVB 
provides solar control performance and natural light ingress.

A neutral colorway emphasizes the dramatic architecture. The curves of the 
laminated glass echo the vibrancy of performing arts through movement. 
As light passes through the glass curves, a dazzling twinkling effect makes 
the cultural center's exterior design a source of enjoyment for theatergoers 
and the general public.

Perhaps the technical and artful aspects of the design are best explained 
by WOCA juror Ammar Al Assam, "Through Vanceva films, there is a clear 
visibility to the outside while maintaining UV protection and thermal 
control. The large-format glass panes in S-curved cross sections allow for 
less visual obstruction from structural elements. The curvy surface also 
generates playful distorted reflections, inviting the space users for an 
amusing and/or inspiring interaction with the façade.”
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Entries
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Glass Mill Leisure Centre | Architect: LA Architects | Artist: Phil Coy (www.la-architects.co.uk) | Location: London, U.K. | Glass laminator: Toughglaze UK Ltd. (www.toughglaze.com) | Photography: ©Toughglaze UK Ltd 
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Permanent art installation | Architect: Haugen/Zohar Arkitekter (www.hza.no) | Location: Oslo, Norway | Glass laminator: Modum Glass Norway (www.modumglass.no) | Photography: ©Jiri Havral
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Schulhaus Waldegg, Rotkreuz | Architect: Architekturfabrik, Architekten ETH HTL SIA, Affoltern a. A. (www.arfab.ch) | Location: Rotkreuz (ZG), Switzerland | Glass laminator: Flachglas Wikon AG (www.flachglas.ch) | Photography: 
©Architekturfabrik, Architekten ETH HTL SIA, Affoltern a. A
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Dakar Arena Multifunctional Sports Hall | Architect: Yazgan Design Architecture (www.yazgandesign.com) | Location: Dakar, Senegal | Glass laminator: Trakya-Sisecam (www.sisecam.com.tr/en) | Photography: ©Emre Dorter
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Chesterfield Royal Hospital, Acute Ward Block Corridor | Architect: The Manser Practice Architects (www.manser.co.uk) | Location: Chesterfield, U.K. | Glass laminator: Solaglass (www.sggs.com) | Photography: ©Art in Site—Nick Hufton of 
Hufton & Crow
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Flinders Street railway station subway | Architect: ARM Architecture (www.armarchitecture.com.au) | Location: Melbourne, Australia | Glass laminator: Cooling Brothers (www.coolingbros.com.au) | Photography: ©Shannon McGrath, Edith Prakoso
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Ghella Eco-Office | Architect: Ricci Spaini Architectti Associati srl (www.spainiaa.com) | Location: Rome, Italy | Glass laminator: Tvitec (www.tvitec.com) | Photography: ©Luis Rosario and Alexandra Zucconi
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Eastvale STEM Academy at Roosevelt High School | Architect: LPA (www.lpadesignstudios.com) | Location: Eastvale, California, U.S.A. | Glass laminator: Cristacurva (www.cristacurva.com) | Photography: ©Cristacurva
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Karspeldreef Amsterdam | Architect: Dick van Gameren architecten (www.archdaily.com/office/dick-van-gameren-architecten) | Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands | Glass laminator: Glas Nowak (www.glas-nowak.de) | Photography: 
©Marcel Van der Burg
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At the Top, Burj Khalifa | Architect: GSM (www.gsmproject.com) | Location: Dubai, UAE | Glass laminator: Future Architectural Glass (www.faglass.com) | Photography: ©Tariq Kachwala
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Methodist Children’s Hospital, San Antonio | Architect: ESA Architects (www.esa-ltd.com) | Location: San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A. | Glass laminator: Cristacurva (www.cristacurva.com) | Photography: ©Cristacurva
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Casa Trentini—Atemporary Art Apartments | Architect: Fabio Pasini (www.fabiopasini.com) | Location: Trento, Italy | Glass laminator: po.lo glass (www.pologlass.it) | Photography: ©Cristina Galliena Bohman
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Restoration of the Districthouse Borgerhout | Architect: KARUUR Architects (www.karuurarchitecten.be) | Location: Borgerhout, Belgium | Glass laminator: Glas Trösch AG (www.lerobel.be) | Photography: ©Koen Van Damme & Frederik Beyens
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El Titan | Architect: Titan (www.agencetitan.com/en) | Location: Monterrey, Mexico | Glass laminator: Vitro PVA (www.vitro.com) | Photography: ©José del Socorro Gonzalez
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Wilburton Elementary School | Architect: BLRB architects (www.blrb.com) | Location: Bellevue, Washington, U.S.A. | Glass laminator: Viracon (www.viracon.com) | Photography: ©Benjamin Benschneider
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T Plus | Architect: C Arch Design Consultant Limited (www.c-arch.com) | Location: Tuen Mun, Hong Kong | Glass laminator: Longhui Architectural Glass Co., Ltd. | Photography: ©Chun Wo Development Holding Ltd and Zenith (PMS) Ltd
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Hotel MS | Architect: Jhonier Zambrano (www.zambranoarchitects.com) | Location: Cali, Colombia | Glass laminator: Vitelsa del Pacifico (www.vitelsa.com.co) | Photography: ©Mercadeo—Vitelsa Vidrios de Seguridad
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Eastman exhibition stand, glasstec | Location: Düsseldorf, Germany | Glass laminator: Thiele Glas (www.thiele-glas.de) | Photography: ©Eastman
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Front office | Architect: Greeneyes Development (www.greeneyes.gr) | Location: North Point, Hong Kong | Glass laminator: Nikos Kompogiannis | Photography: ©Viki Dimitriou
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Multicorporate | Architect: Carlos Bratke (www.bratkecollect.com) | Location: Brasilia, Brazil | Glass laminator: Vitral Vidros Planos LTDA (www.vitral.com.br) | Photography: © Marcelo Calil
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Wobau Binzengrün | Architect: mbpk Architekten und Stadtplaner GmbH (www.mbpk-architekten.com) | Location: Freiburg, Germany | Glass laminator: Thiele Glas (www.thiele-glas.de) | Photography: ©Thiele Glas
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The Atrium at Draper | Architect: Elkus Manfredi Architects (www.elkus-manfredi.com) | Location: Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. | Glass laminator: Viracon (www.viracon.com) | Photography: ©Robert Benson and Eric Laignel
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PIEZO | Architect: Chiché Architectes SA, Lausanne (www.chiche-architectes.ch) | Location: Lausanne, Switzerland | Glass laminator: Glas Trösch AG, Switzerland (www.glastroesch.ch) | Photography: ©Glas Trösch AG
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Lac Léman villa | Architect: Pierre Cl. and Thévenaz Architectes SA (www.thevenaz.com) | Location: Lausanne, Switzerland | Glass laminator: Glas Trösch AG, Switzerland (www.glastroesch.ch) | Photography: ©Glas Trösch AG 
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Hyatt Centric Victoria Harbour | Architect: AFSO (www.afso.net) | Location: North Point, Hong Kong | Glass laminator: Wai Shing Glass Industry (H.K.) Ltd (www.waishingglass.com) | Photography: ©Wai Shing Glass Industry (H.K.) Ltd
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School Saint-Exupery, Bois-Colombes | Architect: Renaud de La Noue and Ricardo Porro (www.porro-delanoue.com) | Location: Bois-Colombes, France | Glass laminator: Macocco SA (www.macocco.com) | Photography: ©Renaud de La 
Noue Architect
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Euromed | Location: Barcelona, Spain | Glass laminator: Vidresif (www.vidresif.com) | Photography: ©Vidresif
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Ban-Chiou loop line subway | Architect: Hsin-Chang Chen & Partners, Architects (www.chenhsinchang.com) | Location: Taipei, New Taipei City | Glass laminator: Chien Chiou Co. (www.safeglass.com.tw) | Photography: ©Keith Pan
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Porte de Rezé | Architect: EGIS & AUP Architecture Urbanisme et Patrimoine (www.aup-architects.fr) | Location: Nantes, France | Glass laminator: Macocco SA (www.macocco.com) | Photography: ©Macocco SA 
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Oficinas Tecnológica Espublico | Architect: Espublico/ATRI, Mobiliario de Oficina S.L. (www.atri.es) | Location: Zaragoza, Spain | Glass laminator: Control Glass, Acustico y Solar (www.controlglass.com) | Photography: ©ATRI, Mobiliario de 
Oficina S.L.
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About Vanceva

Color is so important to architectural design. The right color 
can stimulate . . . or relax. With Vanceva® Colors polyvinyl 
butyral (PVB) interlayers, architects and designers can 
saturate their designs and showcase their brilliance.  

 The Vanceva color system offers architects and designers 
unparalleled creative freedom to incorporate color into 
glass and glazing systems using tinted interlayers, which 
are laminated between two pieces of glass. Combining 16 
laminates in up to four layers produces more than 17,000 
transparent, translucent, and solid glass colors.  

But Vanceva adds more than just color to glass.  
The additional benefits of PVB interlayers for laminated 
safety glass include safety (holding glass together in case  
of breakage), security, solar control, sound insulation,  
and UV protection. 

 Vanceva interlayers add brilliance, beauty, wonder,  
and utility to architectural spaces, bringing a whole 
new aesthetic to both interior and exterior applications, 
including: 
 • Balconies 
 • Curtain walls 
 • Atriums 
 • Skylights 
 • Partitions 
 • Conference rooms 
 • Glass doors 

Find your inspiration.  
To request samples, color kits, or books,  
visit vanceva.com/vanceva-store. 
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